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A Systems View
Having been professionally and academically trained in and practiced systems analysis and
design from 1965, with pioneering roles in online information systems development and
complex adaptive systems research from the early 1980s, this personal submission also
draws on a long lifetime of diverse community roles mentioned in an appendix.
I try to avoid presuming to educate about wider principles of complex adaptive systems
here as this submission may also serve as a chapter of comprehensive documentation of
that topic if life is long enough.

My schematic and supporting text below seek to clarify influences on and of the Criminal
Justice System which may be increasingly problematic as society adjusts to compounding
disruptors, starting with key roles in the core CJS, its historic contexts and scope, its feed
and outcomes, its role as part of particular industrial complexes, and wider influences. …/2
On the following pages:
• Provocations re each of seven top level “blocks” identified.
• Short conclusion and recommendations.
• About the author and role of growing order in accelerating chaos★.
• Suggestions for further reading.
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The core CJS involves six separated operational roles, of
which only Prosecution and Incarceration are
predominantly restricted to the CJS while the other four
also have civil roles, the interplay with which warrants
some consideration.

Prosecution
Without denying that there has, since the age of arbitrary
dispensation by absolute pocket handkerchief rulers,
been a long trail of gentrification of the retributive
imperative that still drives the CJS, it is important to
recognise that the proclaimed independence of the
Victorian State Government’s statutory Office of Public
Prosecutions is illusory, the OPP being charged with
having a driving role in the system under review and thus fully captive of the formative Contexts
outlined in the next block, considerations which should qualify any “advice” it attempts to give this
inquiry process.
Yes, retribution is a frequent demand of attention-seeking media and even well intentioned
members of the active public, but closer examination shows Prosecution and Incarceration to have
negative utility beyond the Industrial Complexes that are the subject of the penultimate block, with
deleterious effects for general human welfare and far worse for non human Life, a catastrophe that
is rapidly turning back on humans and even more so on common financialised expectations.

Police
While even more of an historical novelty than the governance regimes they serve, police in this
state have stayed relatively uncontroversial despite their increasing use as a blunt instrument to
back up the latest governmental whim, from badly (un)planned transport mega projects to
contracted ancient tree killing, any hint of activated public dissent, and now health directives,
especially for restricted spaces, all generally promoted as ensuring public safety with particular
emphasis on avoiding visible loss of individual human lives.
Despite endemic abuses globally which colour perceptions of immigrants, “law and order” is loudly
promoted as being a public good, regardless of widely accepted criticisms discussed in the block
below on Crimes, and an existential critique of growing order referenced in the appendix,★ so local
suggestions of abolition of police generate limited enthusiasm, though the burdening of police with
certain wider duties is often seen as problematic.
Tensions between statist homogenisation, which facilitates productive specialisation, and the need
for locally detailed perspectives, at landscape and community scale, play out poorly under the
rushed “reform” of emergency response (and preparedness) coordination protocols in the wake of
Black Saturday, police bearing the brunt of community interaction as they have long had to suffer
with the endless, albeit generally reducing, toll of road traffic, and with mental health emergencies.
VicPol also can’t escape globalised trends and directives, from increasing investment in militarised
and non-lethal toys to general confusion about policing the internet, a topic I’ve had far too much
involvement in to even start on here beyond noting that there are opportunities to do better than
keep personal identity certification responsibilities within the police ambit.

Courts
Around 2010 my last paying job rented an office on Little Collins that was conveniently accessed
via Flagstaff Station in the morning, quickly provoking me to find a back lane route south to avoid
the ethical offensiveness of the hoards of youthful overexcitement towing wheelie bins of dead trees
with which to confuse the struggling and impoverished in flash buildings along William Street with
airport level security screening.
A couple of years later, an inheritance challenge, escalated by a solicitor to the County Court, was
soon enough settled for half the escalation threshold, the judge being sufficiently sympathetic for
this unrepresented respondent, though similarly unaware of a bureaucratic oversight that was then
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identified by a solicitor of local acquaintance
for $990, before conceding to confirm the
settlement rather than prolong the discomfort.
Limited exposure to other court proceedings
suggests a system as brutally repressive of the
struggling and impoverished as a CentreLink
office, enriching careerists based on time spent
while smothering them in bureaucratic
absurdities which make their own productivity
unthinkable, and too often provoking
exasperation or worse in the system’s victims.

Counsel
Within the bounds of having a duty to the
court/process that outranks their duty to those
they appear to represent, legal counsel/
advocates are supposed to argue their case
without regard to its merits, the scale and simplicity of their remuneration attracting some of the
cleverest manipulators of language and incentivising them to specialise in subfields which are most
rewarding, with little reason to try to situate disputed issues in their wider context, most of my
non-social contact with senior counsel being in the context of environmental effects inquiries
relating to transport mega projects.
At the East West Link inquiry the late Julianne Bell, secretary of the Protectors of Public Lands,
engaged Tom Pikusa QC and personally paid for the legal support needed so that he could carry out
chair Kathy Mitchell’s request that they coordinate all the submissions from public groups, Tom
making good use of the penultimate closing submission spot to highlight persuasive arguments.
Clever and personable Stuart Morris QC then summed up the proponent’s response including
making detailed responses to key community arguments, the committee’s report itemising more
than sufficient matters of concern to back up the new government’s decision to abandon the
proposal, but at the West Gate Tunnel inquiry 41 months later without any sponsor for admitted
community advocates, Stuart’s summary sidelined community concerns and an even worse project,
as it has so clearly turned out, was rubber stamped.

Lawyers
While not in any way minimising the transformative coupling of homo sapiens genetically
enshrined capacity for recursive language, orality and more recently written language, with
dexterous hands, legal training rests of the fantasy that the linguistic map can outrank the territory,
in particular the blatantly absurd notion of “whole truth”, those enticed down that path, no matter
how generous their intent, becoming facilitators in the separation of humans from essential
interaction with the “natural” world that has long been extensively modified by human interaction.
Legal qualification is not just essential to three of the above subfields within this central CJS block,
but also increasingly a formative experience for those motivated to enter our legislative houses
where they make work for more of the same, enshrining rather than critically reviewing whatever is
in place, in living memory having abandoned an earlier proscription of lawyers soliciting for work
and ultimately promoting the often likely subconscious tendency of various components of the CJS
to make work for each other.

Incarceration
In an age demanding Extinction Rebellion nobody should be surprised that time inside for non
violent resistance is becoming a badge of honour for privileged people who sense the gravity of our
rapid slide into ecological and climate systems collapse, even while more personally challenged
inmates are initially horrified that anyone could refuse to take bail, all of which can play out highly
visibly in a newly internet dependent world stuck on systems that are no longer fit for purpose, if
they ever were.
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For many, the outsourcing of natural monopoly/institutionalised physical operations took a step
too far when it included carceral facilities, a fear that was more than realised by accusations and
subsequent convictions of American judges taking bribes from for profit prison operators to
unjustly incarcerate youths coming before them.
With the continuing decline of traditional crime and much of the prison population on remand,
genuine rehabilitation gets ever lower priority, with serious challenges preparing anyone to
function in an internet-administered world/pandemic while maintaining insistence that
communication between inside and outside must be minimised, whether for punitive or security
motivations, and ignoring the technological ease of monitoring all but the most damaged in the
community, standard overreaction to the rare personally tragic act of a released prisoner too easily
countering the best efforts of genuine reformers.
Regularising Natural Justice and the Common Law have refined the Dickensian
regime which invaded Port Phillip but only tweaked autocratic systems that
preceded those refinements and are still widely seen as the only alternative, while
more collaborative alternatives remain sidelined.
The contexts explored here are widely ignored biases of a paternal English
establishment which have only ever been challenged at the margins and struggle
to acknowledge, let alone adopt, the explosion of knowledge and communication
technologies in our lifetimes.

Colonial
The deceitful assumption of terra nullius
and continuing genocidal approach to
hundreds of aboriginal nations blinds many
to surviving local knowledge which will be
indispensable as we try to recover a
sufficient sense of care and responsibility to
find viable pathways out of the wreckage of human overreach,
but that is only the most conspicuous of three critical colonial
biases.
With the United States displacing the United Kingdom as our
dominant colonial influence post war, we have become over
enthusiastic adopters of a suite of bad ideas it has sought to
impose on the world as a means of maintaining its own
preeminence and as a distraction from its inability to deal
with its own legacy of slavery, including but far from limited
to giving corporations limited liability legal personhood and the war on drugs.
The worst that dryland agricultural states could do to wetland-nurtured barbarians of the same
species pales beside the colonial subjugation of the planet’s other inhabitants, a destructive and
disrespectful devaluation not shared by indigenous cultures anywhere.

Privileged
Like me, almost everybody enabling and operating the CJS has enjoyed a life of extreme and largely
unearned privilege, many finding it easier not to even try to see why others might not see
alternatives to actions that could bring them into unhappy contact with the CJS.
The sanitisation of urban life and glossy promotion of fashion and luxuries has created a culture
with an aesthetic penchant preferring sterile cleanliness to the power and beauty of nature, with
demand to hide the squeamish from discomforting evidence effectively silencing many lines of
criticism.

Managerial
Such privileged people are often comfortable in a strongly hierarchical management model with its
promise of a ladder that might be climbed and insulation from considerations outside their
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immediate focus, though in more practical
areas more horizontal engagement has long
been essential, that reorientation as yet hardly
scratching the CJS nor wider areas of legal
practice.
The diversification of how video conferencing
systems are being used by various groups as a
byproduct of the pandemic is instructive here,
with a general loss of opportunity for side
conversations widely bemoaned, though fitting
well with the CJS penchant for managing
information flow.

Authoritarian
As a child of parents whose attitude to life was
broadened by their experiences through WW2,
he as a hero from Milne Bay stashing weapons
to join the revolution and she as a teenage teacher in charge of a rural one teacher school who hid
up a tree with her charges when an inspector was visiting, it was one of very few redeeming features
of studying psychology at university in the 1970s to see authoritarianism cited as an archetype for
psychological testing and diagnosis.
From ancient desert religions demanding retribution for sacrilege and blasphemy to courts willing
to charge and judge dissidents for “contempt”, controlling institutions based on delegated authority
prefer to suppress external heresy and internal treason rather than deal more openly with well
intentioned challenges to their fundamental assumptions.
The CJS and wider policing are ever quicker to try to engage the public to support their missions
but always reluctant to allow any symmetry into their dealings with the unwashed, understandable
given authoritarian assumptions about the desirability of order, but which may be better
understood in light of growing order’s acceleration of the spread of chaos.★

Judgemental
A well lived life involves judgement calls all the time, with understandable spillage from the
essential need for prospective situational judgement to constrain our own actions to retrospective
judgement of others because we might prefer to constrain their actions, religious indoctrination
about higher judgement seducing mortal imitators.
Narrowly specialised knowledge becomes an even more dangerous thing when encouraged by a
homogenising culture which preaches equality while downplaying or ignoring the interests of those
who aren’t demonstrably like us, no matter how thoroughly it is shown that there is strength in
diversity.

Rationalist
While post Enlightenment notions of progress deliver widening change at a precariously
accelerating pace, general awareness of the explosion of verifiable knowledge in factual matters
struggles to keep up, so many retain no longer warranted confidence in gross oversimplifications
long promulgated by inherently conservative institutions.
Science has thrived on revealing simplified cause and effect relationships by excluding other factors
that are likely to vary in practice, the low hanging technological fruit becoming a defining
characteristic of post/modernity while allowing widespread confusion about wider causality, pre/
determinism, and that post-Cartesian category error: Free Will.
Rationalism proclaims science, technology, metrics, binary choices, and abstract language as
superior to religion and belief, but without conceding the need to look further into the complex
interplay of diverse factors in our non abstracted common reality, so I’m happy to and encourage
others to try to think rationally beyond the oversimplifying Rationalist assumptions implicit in the
CJS.
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Fundamental to the emergence of order/
organisation, necessarily in far from
equilibrium supersystems, is persistence of
an energising gradient which the emergent
subsystems help dissipate through work
done to maintain their identity, the reason
food supply tops the list of essential work
during pandemic lockdown.
The Criminal Justice System is likewise fed
by accusations of crime, extracting its
peculiar values from people and evidentiary
materials implicated, whether or not they
bear any responsibility, and so has an
imperative to cultivate rich sources of accusations, albeit with minimal regard for indiscriminate
damage to those entangled.

Complainant
The industrially amplified scale of damage that can be done by persons so badly motivated has
encouraged police to become more proactive than their traditionally reactive role, though action on
most Property and Interpersonal crimes (see next block) at least depends on a complaint being
made, something which will often require a Complainant to discuss and even face hostile cross
examination on matters they are uncomfortable with, some protection from which has become part
of rules of evidence that attempt to play off expectations of privacy from the presumed need for
contextual awareness in those charged with judgement.
Complainants are automatically considered to be victims until and unless recognised as vexatious,
a status which may unlock some support, but which can be more socially diminishing than the
proffered relationship “survivor” alternative, foreshadowing prolonged involvement is a stop-start
long haul process which may look far better in dramatised condensation than in lived experience,
while it isn’t the Complainant/victim who stands to gain any real pleasure from guilty verdicts and
heavier sentences.
Early in the process initiative moves from the Complainant to a Police informant to organise
evidence and take the accusations to a magistrate for either summary judgement of “less serious”
allegations in the event of a negotiated guilty plea or to
committal, more serious and those otherwise
committed moving it onto a public Prosecutor to
prepare for a trial, with the Complainant continuing as
a Witness, while largely “victimless” substance, public
order, and similar accusations mostly start following
Police detection at the Police informant stage.

Accused
When any person becomes aware they are being
investigated, let alone Accused, of a crime, the course
of their life is irreversibly changed, and while it is
possible any change can have unanticipated benefits,
most likely it will not, suicide by the accused being a
too common outcome, not always preventable by
being held in custody, to say nothing of the disruption
that any time in custody can cause to most people’s
opportunity to continue a useful life.
At least as much as for the worst affected
Complainant, the Accused will often be unable to
escape thinking about their predicament impinging on
whatever else they might otherwise have been doing
and likely harbouring darker thoughts than they may
have otherwise, there being no way that any encounter
with the CJS can be emotionally neutral regardless of
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the merits of any defence or eventual avoidance
of a punitive outcome.
Statistically indefensible in cities of four million
plus, overreaction to high profile harm done by
Accused persons on bail, or convicted people
on parole, have led to across the board
tightening of bail and parole conditions,
completely inappropriate for trying to do
business as usual during a pandemic, adding to
the counterproductive practices that may be a
sop to fear mongering but serve more to
normalise than discourage criminality.
Police, Prosecutors and Courts strongly
encourage Accused persons to obtain legal
representation, ensuring their Lawyer and
Counsel accomplices fee booking opportunities,
whether from the Accused directly or via legal
aid, seemingly motivated by discomfort in
discussing evidentiary matters with the Accused much more than the proclaimed need for
assistance navigating the imposed “complexity” of the process, which incidentally doesn’t meet
common criteria for treating as a true complex system, let alone a fair trial.

Evidence
Police are central to the gathering of Evidence to support a Prosecution, but in this age of ever
increasing reliance on unprecedented technological capabilities, often critical Evidence requires
outsourcing of technical expertise or dedicated internal specialists, any of which can be
impediments to expeditious progression of an accusation.
Proffered statements and records of interrogation/"interview” of individuals who are “assisting
police with their inquiries” are also fundamental to any brief of Evidence, along with materials
collected by Police from a designated crime scene exclusion zone or during an invasion of premises
authorised by a search warrant.
There appears to be little sense of proportionality built into Police procedures for dealing with
evidence while pursuing any kind of conviction, nor acknowledgement that the multiplicity of uses
of computing equipment has overtaken cars as being fundamental to the lives of much of the
population, with purposes way beyond the scope of any investigation, making seizure in the light of
a well publicised lack of capacity for forensic “e-crime” investigation ethically equivalent to
prolonged occupation of commercial premises or residential dwellings, thus something that might
be more equitably constrained.

Witnesses
It is an all too familiar element of VicPol’s daily self promotion slot on morning radio to call on the
public to provide more information on some or other accusation or incident, serving a double
purpose of over-emphasising the need for Police, such random witnesses having had far less
incentive than Complainants or many Accused to have consolidated their memory of their most
likely incomplete view of the subject incident.
The adversarial process and unsubtly proclaimed gravity of courtroom settings can make the
experience of being even a character witness challenging/intimidating, for all but the unjustifiably
self-confident, provoking doubt as to what they reliably recall versus what they may have
unintentionally interpolated retrospectively to sound more credible, while actively excluded from
any role in resolving divergences on the unhelpful pretext of rules of Evidence.
Again here I’m more familiar with expert witnesses to planning hearings and the extra opportunity,
respect and cross examination they get, while in the CJS expert witnesses can play a similar role
presenting evidence that is a product of technologies and teamwork which the witness accepts
responsibility to represent, and while any side can theoretically call experts, the rich and well
connected aside, the proponent/Prosecution side almost always has the deeper pockets.
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The United Nations General Assembly adopted 17 Sustainable
Development Goals for 2015-2030 of which all but three are
primarily about human wellbeing, expanding the general thrust
of the Millennial goals of the previous 15 years, with general
indicators of progress on most areas that were not primarily for
the benefit of the natural environment, so we have a society with
ever more comforts and communication capabilities, areas that
appear to be changing a lot faster than the law can keep up.
One area where Steven Pinker’s “better world” is hard to dispute
is behaviour towards humans which could easily be assumed as
indicating that global expansion of Criminal Justice Systems is an
important contributing factor, but with many other things
changing concurrently and more profoundly, we should look a bit
closer at what we call crime before jumping to such a conclusion.

Property
Humans are far from alone in possessing a home, often jointly, food and, less commonly, artefacts,
the possession of which is likely to be defended, but humans alone have escalated this fundamental
to a principle of ownership which can be extended without limit, having been through a phase of
assumed divine rights of sovereign rulers to the gradual devolution of authority, initially to land
owners and then to wider cohorts, the very notion of land ownership in the Port Phillip colony
resting on dubious foundations.
With currency moving from transactional debt to value store in the historic period, long before
central banking, replacement by abstract representational forms in our lifetimes, and the inequities
that flowed from increasing commercialisation of basic living needs, a level of petty theft became
normalised as essential for the survival of those in more danger without, laws and policing got on a
growth curve, and the new game expanded without limit via protection rackets, corruption, fraud
and addictive gambling.
Comparing the outbreak of copper cable theft with the technical deterrence of mobile device theft,
it becomes clear that theft is largely driven by risk reward calculations no different to those
applying to antisocial disposal cost avoidance discussed below under Irresponsibility, and thus
better considered as an economic problem that an opportunity for disproportionate punitive
intervention, especially as the value discount effect of theft largely benefits intermediaries
masquerading as legitimate traders.

Substance
While there is no doubt the largely obscure industrial processes involved in production of
hazardous and psychoactive substances necessitates accuracy in labelling as a minimum, yet also
creates commercial incentives to deceive, it is also important to recognise that the war on drugs is
largely a product of one foreigner’s obsession, US Bureau of Narcotics long term chief Harry
Anslinger, who needed to find something to maintain his empire after their brief experiment with
alcohol prohibition met its inescapable fate.
The combination of high street prices and relief imperatives of addicted users makes the illegality
of drugs a significant causal factor behind maintaining fear levels regarding the possibility of
violent and indiscriminate robbery, as well as a globally variable level of violence within the
unregulated supply chain over deals going wrong, so the failure to resist entanglement in this
foreign war on drugs plays into demand for policing and enforcement which other places are
showing may be better managed by treating addiction as a medical problem and regularising
permitted production and supply.

Interpersonal
When I was at high school, arranged fights between some of the tougher boys could draw a crowd
but did limited damage because boys had absorbed unwritten limits to how such fights were to be
conducted, while extremely rare fights between girls were more unpredictable and entertaining,
reflecting social expectations that are anything but constant, the move from police unwilling to
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attend “just a domestic” to relationship
breakdown under changing social expectations
becoming the dominant growth opportunity for
the CJS.
While is was interesting to hear that the return
of the Taliban was particularly welcomed by the
Afghan populace for their court system which
determines interpersonal disputes efficiently,
nowhere in our kind of “democratic” states is
more entrapped in wild, dated presumptions
grounded in patriarchal hegemony than the
laws trying to limit interpersonal behaviour,
even while the rhetoric is all about protecting
women and most victims of assault are men, a
misrepresentation which might more reflect
commercial imperatives to keep optional
household expenditure serving the more easily
manipulated demands of children, legal opinion
really should pay more attention to popular songs and other favourites of popular culture to get a
more balanced handle on public expectations.
As I say more about re the Distraction Industry Complex below, proscription of intimacy has been a
pretext for no end of excitement that extends far beyond our direct ancestors, re which attempts to
legally enforce homogeneity have become fodder for media titillation and public distraction any
time authorities find themselves under pressure, then, coupled with a “democratic” presumption
that everything must be prosecuted regardless of context, delivering preposterous cruelties from
Alan Turing to Pitcairn Island and the NT Intervention.

Irresponsibility
In 1981 I was contracted to design the central server system of the first local public online
information service, through a company I had a longer relationship with who were engaged by an
American expat, he within months deciding the depth of my immediate understanding might be a
threat to the nefarious schemes he wanted to embed from the outset, and insisting my involvement
be ended.
Fast forward 15 years past initial commercialisation of the internet, my MSc research report Why
The Web? and complementary booklet on Internet Business opportunities, I was commissioned to
present at conferences from Sydney to Jakarta, beside burgeoning tension between the optimistic
idealism of the Electronic Frontier Foundation and insatiable ambition of those whose colonial/
extractive forebears had stolen and suppressed indigenous intellectual property seeing IP as their
new frontier for aggregation/monetisation and enrichment, coöpting Criminal Justice Systems
everywhere to do their enforcement.
More sympathetic treatment of white collar crime has a longer history which the ascent of the
white collar Hegemonic Industrial Complex, coupled with the belated engagement of government
processes with online delivery, as yet devoid of any reduction in our appetite for dead trees, has
produced a profusion of approaches to identity tracking, opening wide doors for scammers to stay a
step ahead of public defences
The 18th century English-led invasion, of what has been retrospectively described as the Kakadu of
the south, that had nurtured thriving aboriginal nations, from the volcanic plains to the Gippsland
lakes, fuelled by disruptive waves of extraction of monetisable materials from seals, whales, sheep,
cattle, timber, basalt, shellfish lime and sand for concrete, nearby gold and golden wheat, and
diverse imported agricultural lines, dumped its externalities in the waterways and across denuded
landscapes, with only Sir Rupert Hamer, the later MMBW/Melbourne Water, and RAMSAR
offering ongoing protection of remnant fragments, before an industrial economy premised on
household consumption combined with growing concerns about suburban appearances found no
appetite for handling externalities, leading to rogue operators using hazardous storage to undercut
legitimate channels, plus currently epidemic dumping on low traffic public lands, and calls for
tougher penalties.
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Alongside whatever benefits a complex system delivers, arguably social
comfort and capacity growth in the case of the Criminal Justice System, all
such systems also produce a trail of waste that in natural ecosystems gets
reprocessed by others for their own uses on their own timetables, but in
the case of rapidly adapting social systems is more likely to accumulate in
toxic heaps.

Fear
It appears that when human settlement reaches some as yet unquantified
density, some will take on a service role of providing “protection” for
others who must first be made to Fear that they are at significant risk in
the absence of such protection, though they may come to Fear their
protectors at least as much, if they weren’t one and the same to start with,
after skirmishing and boundary fluctuation between competing protection
racketeers, sufficiently powerful nation states have more recently claimed
monopolies on domestic violence for their Police, who need to ensure that both they and
crime are sufficiently feared to keep the CJS and more ticking over.
This encourages vilification of individual “criminals” to divert scrutiny from poorly
performing government and business systems which are more motivated by their own jobs
and growth imperative than by acting in the public interest, let alone the wider interests of
ecological and planetary systems, so Fear of Crime has to be ramped up while at the same
time maintaining appearances that the CJS prioritises reducing the Fear of Crime more
than reducing Crime itself, leaving aside the Fear of loss of agency which can drive the
unprepared into dangerously emotional states.

Remand
Increasing CJS penetration of the traditionally civil space of interpersonal relationship
breakdown is entangled with the rise in the availability and use of, and fallout from, Court
controlled intervention orders, intended as preventative or at least deterrent, yet at least as
likely precipitating more rapid escalation into breach space and consequent involuntary
confinement, areas where outsourcing our propensity for violence to the mostly Structural
Violence of the Police/State has not turned out any better than beefing up community
response capabilities, though here too qualified by the complication of city and internet
inhabitants ever less able to be associated with a unique community.
Ideally holding people in custody awaiting court determination, whether on remand or
otherwise, would be kept to a minimum, but all it seems to take is one tragic breach every
few years to prevent any rational assessment of risk taking into account the cumulative
damage of the warehousing phase of the incarceration system, let alone the bias of bail
provisions to the benefit of the rich.

Convicts
Once convicted and sentenced, a person can at least be given a future cell location and
work expectations within the “Corrections” system, though with every likelihood that the
interests which helped them function to some degree in the outside world will atrophy, and
learning to survive within a community some will never be ready for becomes a priority,
necessitating awareness and skill development that would likely be out of place elsewhere.
Once a person has a criminal conviction they are likely to be put in some “other” column,
excluding them from particular futures whether there is direct relevance or not, and no
thought to unlocking any greater potential they might have to make a constructive
contribution through opening rather than closing doors.
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Abandonment
No end of rationalisations about what should
happen after incarceration allow the CJS to
march on with little concern, and a parole
system of ever lower priority, except in
response to well publicised breakdowns, save
for recent propensity to provide some level of
further control of those who’ve done their time,
but are still assessed as being a danger or in
danger, others being dumped back in the
community with negligible concern as to
whether they have been left irredeemably
jobless, homeless or friendless.
Outside of evangelising religious charities, and
very few self-motivated heroes, it is way too
easy to find more obstacles than
encouragement to a well meaning person trying
to help a released prisoner without prior
connection, maybe all part of a widening acceptance of individuals being left on a scrapheap for
Political purposes, while the scrapheaps where they might have scraped a living in other times and
places have been locked away and contaminated with industrial toxins.

Recidivists
Carceral institutions can hardly avoid becoming a training ground for anyone willing to
contemplate crime as a way to make a living, a willingness that may have already been
demonstrated, or otherwise brought on by engagement with the CJS, with information
exchange and networking opportunities near impossible to suppress, and limited incentive
for more constructive mutual support arrangements emerging in an environment where
authoritarian control is the default modus operandi.
The ecological and climate crisis, especially via Extinction Rebellion, which I elsewhere
recommend everybody supporting, is going to produce increasingly determined recidivism,
aiming to further cripple the already struggling CJS, by provoking state overreaction to
theoretically protected nonviolent action, attempts to disrupt areas of business as usual
that are central to these compounding crises, from native forest logging and underwater
seismic testing to the white collar facilitators, so with no sign of anything getting ahead of
the necessary curve and the otherwise inevitable systems collapse becomes more
proximate, such caring actions are likely to quickly emulate and overtake anti-lockdown
madness as a system irritant, so the CJS might be better off trying to emulate a pearl
oyster.

Revenge
Elsewhere in this submission I have identified somewhat less emotive “retribution” as the
primary driver of incarceration, but here I need to be honest about this uncomfortably
often serving as code for “revenge”, a wish for which humans are prone to extend beyond
any immediate relevance because of the enhanced shareability of our linguistically indexed
memories, with tit for tat animosities passed down the generations in more sedentary
societies, employing the same kind of emotional dominance over evidence as shark nets
and killing snakes or spiders on sight, that list almost endless.
The CJS picks winners but minimally rewards them and picks losers who it all too often
effectively destroys, inescapably capricious and often unfair, intervening in emotionally
charged situations which have become “justification” for a level of court security that
discourages wider scrutiny, and any sympathetic understanding that might flow from that.
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The Military Industrial Complex then retiring
American President and General Eisenhower
warned us about sixty years ago has become a
model for other industrial clusters, strongest
where they are able to wield the kind of
emotional leverage that enables them to
largely escape budgetary and regulatory
restraint, with the Criminal Justice System
nowadays entangled in several.

Compliance
Having enjoyed six years as part of the second
intake at a Baby Boom high school on the
relative wilds of a degraded agricultural
floodplain, I did not want it to end, then made
a mess of my first year at Uni learning things school hadn’t taught me, but ultimately
helping me within a few years, after a stint as an untrained temporary teacher covering for
demographic miscalculations, accepting the evidence that homogenising class rooms are
anything but a universal good, and being open to accumulating a lifetime of evidence that
confirms the “Prussian story” which Tyson Yunkaporta distances himself from in Sand
Talk, compulsory schooling being more about compliance indoctrination than education,
to which I’d add the anti-natural and post-industrially pointless isolation of developing
youngsters from messy realities of the world of “adult” jobs.
The State of Victoria, with assistance from paranoia promoting legal specialists, goes to
great lengths maintaining a local government compliance-first culture which obstructs any
chance for an outbreak of grassroots democracy that might otherwise challenge the
epidemic of untested assertions from above, and thus disturb the photo opportunities and
ribbon cutting that career staffers imagine turn authoritarian directives into marginal
votes.
The CJS is the heavy end of the Compliance Industrial Complex which homogenises and
traps those of us who are starting to understand the overwhelming near term acceleration
into ecosystem and climate collapse as well as the particular precariousness of humanity’s
industrialised consumer dependence on an ever more fragile overgrowth of imposed order,
not yet in American territory putting police in schools, but definitively devoid of the opt in/
out safety valve at the other end of the spectrum, from codified sporting contest rules to
community service collaborations, David Graebers’ The Utopia of Rules noting our internal
struggles between order and freedom under the shadow of structural violence and
oversimplifying status offences.

Hegemony
Counterproductive idealisation of white collar work sucked a lot more than me into career
and education choices that aligned more with lazy aptitudes than fulfilling interests,
similar choices being made by those who become the dominant voices in public discourse,
pushing much of the diversity of practical knowledge from trades, farming and other hands
on roles underrepresented and in less visible areas unrewarded, the pandemic clarification
of what is and is not “essential work” bearing an inverse relationship with remuneration.
So Law becomes a disproportionate attractor for those more skilled with the vagaries of
words than more practical work, aligning them with academia, teachers, journalists,
entertainers, administrators, and political players in overpromoting their overprivileged
lifestyles, and facilitating the abuse of colonial language by clever addicts of short term
satiation which has stranded Life in the Existential Emergency zone discussed below.
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Our Hegemonic Industrial Complex has made
our maps into our territory and particularly
remunerates ever higher levels of abstraction,
while those diving directly from there to
emotional “environmental protection” are often
prone to idealisations with some grounding in
lived memory of “pristine” landscapes devoid of
humans, even in the face of invasive species
that are integral to the colonial legacy, and
failing to engage with indigenous knowledge
which reveals the landscape/country as the
critical knowledge holder following tens of
thousands of years of human care/meddling
and a couple of centuries colonial extraction/
neglect.

Distraction
In terms of recorded history, CJS
precursors go back to the start, with inspiration for the founding stories of Christianity
centred on a trial and punishment for dissent, and adversarial spectacle remaining a
consistent theme of dramatic entertainment across the ages, serving as massive
overpromotion of such an unhelpful world view, and enshrining an expectation of judging
others for isolated actions with minimised contextual reference.
With the ever narrowing boundary between entertainment and news in both the old media
empires and social media, these media provide almost unqualified promotion of the “good”
done by the CJS, especially endless police solicitations for assistance from the public, most
offensively for help finding “missing” persons in demographics where the need to get away
for a bit was previously respected, building statistically unjustifiable fears among the
public, with the only counterargument gaining traction in even sympathetic channels being
the continuing genocidal engagement of the CJS with indigenous people.
This cosy relationship ensures there are always distractions which either partner can
produce when ever significant challenges arise that might otherwise seed a loss of
confidence in the too easily assumed integrity of the system, such as when a VicPol
commissioner communicated his hope that the sentencing of a prominent cleric would
distract public attention from a major malfunction of the CJS.

Psychiatry
Academic study of complex adaptive systems was initially motivated by limitations of reductionist
approaches to understanding life and mind, Gregory Bateson’s pioneering work identifying a
“double bind” discrepancy between what language insisted must be done and what other
constraints ensured could not be done as a primary factor in mental illness, the CJS long
recognising “insanity” as reason to curtail courtroom examination and substitute indefinite
psychiatric detention for imprisonment, or in the case of long gender asymmetric regulation of
homosexuality, for the committal of identified lesbians.
The American Psychiatric Association is a fashion-following political organisation whose
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders has dictated government policies across the
planet using the same playbook as the American Rifle Association though more effectively, its
volatile engagement with homosexuality suggesting wider caution with legislative response to its
habitually vilifying pronouncements.
Sadly, police are also challenged to be first line responders to “psychiatric crises” where somebody
is threatening harm to themselves or others, encounters which seemingly too often have fatal
consequences, though with “suicide by cop” becoming a recognised thing, absolving squeamish and
apprehensive community members from sharing responsibility for wellbeing, while complicating
the entanglement between health and criminality.
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Wider Influences
Another pervasive lesson
from systems and
community work has been
seeing that difficult problems
are unlikely to be
addressable where they are
initially identified, because
they are likely to be
particularly visible symptoms
of problems at other levels,
in particular problems with
assumptions made about the
suitability for purpose of
containing systems.
Beyond distracting feedback between the CJS and traditional and social entertainment and
news media discussed above, that media’s wider reach amplifies the subversive influence
of core assumptions of the CJS, making proposals for more constructive arrangements
difficult for many to contemplate.

Adversarial Processes
Staying active on the policy side of environmental volunteering into my seventies was
greatly encouraged by home territory application of Dave Snowden’s Cynefin methodology,
such collaborative knowledge management and facilitation being strongly coupled with
complex systems theory and Dave having historic connection to an academic-oriented
group for which I’d accepted ongoing responsibility, these collaborative processes proving
more productive and rewarding than other often adversarial approaches to community
engagement.
While I haven’t shied away and learnt a lot from them in the process, the adversarial
underpinnings of our Planning system place a disproportionate burden on community
knowledge holders to try to improve the contextual fitness of proposals and plans dropped
from high above.
Adversarial processes are still widely imagined as being fundamental to democracy and
freely introduced into areas by default in apparent ignorance of various collaborative
approaches that produce better outcomes, the current party of government in this state
often actively suppressing community interaction even before the help of a novel virus.

Linguistic Mappings
As closer study eliminates almost all other assumed indicators of human uniqueness, the
coupling of deeply recursive verbal language with double handed dexterity eventually
seeded oral knowledge preservation systems, dry land grain agriculture, consequent
intensification, enrichment of city states, and written records of moderate reliability.
With their reach expanded by printing and more recent media technologies, the limitations
of frozen representations of living complexity in static texts, and more so of perceived
value in elastic numbers, have become increasingly problematic, though ever more
appealing to authoritarian approaches to managing city and nation-state scale activities.
Genetic lock in of language dependence has a couple of emergent consequences which I’ve
been studying since internet usage exploded in the 1990s: firstly “verbal blindness” where
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the reliance on words rather than place,
cyclic time and molecular affinity/odour to
index knowledge leaves us ignorant of
basics other species retain pattern
recognition for; and secondly “the two
edged sword” whereby linguistic
explorations increase reach, but also allow
dubious claims to spread faster and wider
than corrections.

Existential Emergencies
We appear to be sliding into a new order of
world war in which the best of us will be
fighting with hands voluntarily tied behind
our backs on the side of the rest of Life
against the excesses of colonial humanity, our
own included, for the ongoing viability of a sufficient diversity of planetary ecosystems that
not just Life but hopefully some of the more interesting achievements of the human
experiment can leave viable legacies.
The ecological emergency demands rapid reduction of industrialised toxicity, externalised
waste, materials extraction, energy consumption, speed of movement, absentee ownership
and more, plus the return of humans to the landscape as patient carers, none of which, nor
the climate, would be helped by invocation of the disproportionate overheads of the CJS.
The climate emergency also demands transition from dependence on broad scale
monocultures, on factory farming, and on breed overspecialisation in pursuit of inhumane
marginal gains, to food and fibre production suited to local topography, drawing on
permaculture, organic and regenerative methodologies, no till to rehabilitate soils, mixed
age and species forestry, carbon sequestration and water retention, with reduced
dependence on ruminants, and that’s just agriculture, with other economic sectors
demanding their equivalents.

Political Economy
The direct history of our current standard assumptions is well recorded, if variously
interpreted, from the English enclosure laws onwards as capital sought to dominate the
taxable dryland economy by amplification of the old world separation between enclosed
cities supported by dryland agriculture, aka civilisation, and self-sustained wetland
barbarians often represented on ancient maps as imaginary monsters.
The economy, and the criminalisation which isolates it, are direct arbitrary products of
laws and subsidiary regulations, with common assumptions of inevitability better seen as
successful ideological propaganda, far from minimising the accelerating deployment of
temporary human comforts the economy has delivered, externalised costs are now central
to the increasing precariousness of our lifestyles.
Governments’ role in allocating money retains powerful leverage, too often compromised
by notions of the politically possible, particularly destructive emphasis on jobs and growth
which have infected areas which there is likely wider benefit in constraining/curtailing,
such as the consumer treadmill, infecting many with feelings of inadequacy and
consequent disrespect for notions of the common good, and dystopian fantasies of law and
order.★
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Conclusion
None of this is easy, but the last thing this stressed world needs is heavy
handed systems clagging up the planetary system with an inevitably false
promise of providing safety for some privileged subset who have been able to
turn a blind eye to the myriad of others that make their existence, let alone
their privilege, even possible.
Most of us tackle life with generous intent, albeit balanced with indoctrinated
acceptance of the legitimacy of “betterment” on the consumer/economic
treadmill, more than enough finding sufficient reward in conjunction with
other interests to turn a blind eye to anything not in our face, with a few like
me not confronting wider worldly challenges until an accumulation of
awareness and/or specific disruptions forces us to either stand and be
counted or double down defending our comfort zone.
Amongst Victoria’s exceedingly comfortable and historically tolerant society,
few want to be sexist or racist or even homophobic, but many want to still be
able to laugh, the best medicine, at tired old attempts at humour, and may not
take lightly to an emergent right to be “safe”, i.e. not offended, impinging on
our personal “right” to rely on The People vs. Larry Flynt.
That is just one of several lessons on the limitation on the utility of our
genetically enshrined linguistic capabilities, limitations which have been a
significant focus of my attention since the realities of the internet superseded
our anticipations of what it might be, and a particular challenge for somebody
with even greater dependence on our colonising language than on computer
coding to justify my continued existence, more recently abetted by the rise of
digital photography, albeit with the same problem of frozen snapshots being
but a shadow of a richly connected world always in process.
So can I nudge your inquiry into taking a more charitable view of loosening
the yoke, accepting that the wide acceptance of judgementalism ensures it
won’t be easy?
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Recommendations
Leadership
Between the 1850s and 1970s Port Phillip Colony had, and oft realised, aspirations to lead
the colonial world, sometimes even for good, but it appears from this end of a privileged
and at times indulgent life that things got away on our watch, the optimistic reforms of the
sex, drugs and rock’n’roll counter culture leaving a handbrake on as we slid back to a third
world extractive economy, at first world prices, becoming content to follow rather than
lead “world’s best practice”, yet still rich enough it would be better to flip back.

Legislative
With destructive adversarial practices ever more deeply ingrained in our parliament, both
its houses are still definitively “legislative” while I remain confident massive reserves of
good will could be tapped if we recognised that the proscriptive bias of legislation and
populist calls for enforcement, even if nowadays loudest against agency and corporate
abuse, and superseded it with repealative houses that stop pretending gross
homogenisation for administrative convenience doesn’t deter realisation of the greater
benefits of diversity.

Secrecy
Working on a project to develop our own vision of online information systems in the mid
1980s, I also focused on the social possibilities, planning to write “Beyond Democracy: the
prospect of an informed age” before our development business took off in an unexpected
direction, the relevance here being a planned chapter “No Secrets, and No Need for
Secrets” re which I still recommend moving towards openness and honesty, that will
require abandonment of punitive practices, a fundamental presumption of the whole damn
CJS.

Risk
Proportionate risk aversion is an essential characteristic of life forms which continue our
billions of years of diversifying heritage, but the colonisation of human minds by the
strange dynamics of natural language has left many bad enough at risk assessment for
gambling to become a serious addiction and controversy over pandemic response endemic,
so the CJS needs to break from its addiction to How to Lie with Statistics and stop
misleading decision makers, from parliamentarians to juries, about actual risk factors.

Nurture
Major investment in nurturing the next generation in most mammalian and avian lines
allows ecologically tolerable reproduction rates to be maintained, coupled with knowledge
shared within populations of how to make a living across natural cycles and sufficient
diversity, while clever humans corralled by social and economic imperatives into nuclear
families and outsourcing abandoned nurturing fundamentals and compliance with frozen
codifications when we urgently need to revive the grass roots adaptability to tackle
compounding crises.

Compassion
With maybe only the infrastructure Big Build in the same league in capacity for a state
operation to do indiscriminate harm in pursuit of public acclaim, the CJS would better
serve the general good by making respect for all others a higher operational priority than
the context-blindness it now unhelpfully proclaims is critical to maintaining respect for its
inflexible overgrowth, using that more compassionate take on the good of the game
outweighing the interests of the individual, retiring enshrined Us and Them prejudices.
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Appendices
About the author
My professional work 1965-2012 centred on computer systems, mixing systems
development and commentary/advisory roles, while completing a BSc in 1971 and an MSc
in 1996, both at the University of Melbourne, until 1997 alongside voluntary administrative
roles in community sporting clubs and the local cricket association, with recreational time
on the Otway coast focused on diving through 1984, after which our small business led the
introduction of desktop publishing technologies in Australia demanding extensive
international travel.
In Perth in 1963 my mother took on a voluntary foster care arrangement with an aboriginal
infant with them returning to settle in Melbourne in 1969, acquiring a house in 1973 on
Keilor Plains which I inherited in 2008 after having returned as her carer which led to us
publishing the stolen generations autobiography of the boy’s natural mother, he with his
partner and their infant having returned to Perth where he became a black death in
custody in 1982, and I learnt a few more belated lessons.
Since returning in 1999 from a couple of years working in Sydney, initially to the other side
of town, my voluntary activities have had increasing ecological and waterways focus across
the urban end of the Victorian Volcanic Plains and back on the Otway coast, albeit more
landside, at both ends networking wide-ranging connections with local groups and
authorities, ongoing and project-specific community engagement processes, and
overexposure to the planning system.

Growing order and chaos

★

In 1983 Stephen Wolfram published a paper on “Class 4” behaviour in simple systems and
on the other side of the planet I emulated Ed Fredkin’s Class 2 model for simple pattern
replication described in Scientific American, our extension of which produced the pattern
used on the cover of that august magazine three years later, that engagement continuing as
computers and software took over the world until Wolfram’s 2002 magnum opus provoked
more, always in the shadow of concerns about the lack of wider appreciation of complex
systems.
The second major release of an open source software platform enabled my first observation
of emergent orderly growth in a deterministic and hence reproducible model system on 1
November 2008, (pic) that growth engine soon spawning the first of a trail of seeds of
accelerated chaotic expansion, precipitating the study of growth from 500 isolated seeds
over two years for a minimum of 100,000 iterations up to 300,000, and a further two
years in a more fine grained rule space facilitated by further updates to the software
platform.

This made it clear that, rather than finding a long sought border between order and chaos,
emergent growing order and chaos are synergistic partners in creating any viable world, so
retiring from regular paid work in 2012 and armed with newly affordable digital cameras, I
broadened my involvement in the voluntary community and in making ecological
observations armed with this powerful new tool for understanding the chaos that colonial
overreach has brought to today’s deteriorating ecological and climate systems.
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